Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Modern time keeping systems (TKS) on Earth and the global navigation satellite system (GNSS) rely heavily on atomic clocks. Traditional atomic clocks which use hot atoms, however, have almost reached their limits especially in regard to long-term stability. Laser cooling of atoms provides an approach to improve the performance of atomic clocks further^[@CR1]^, particularly in applications that require precision time-keeping over long time scales. The atoms are first cooled by lasers, and then interrogated by a microwave field typically with the Ramsey method. The width of the central Ramsey fringe for a cold atom clock (CAC) is almost two orders of magnitude narrower than that for their hot atom counterparts. A variety of CACs have been demonstrated on the ground, notably atomic fountain clocks^[@CR2]--[@CR4]^ and optical frequency standards based on neutral atoms in a lattice or trapped ions^[@CR5],[@CR6]^. Primary caesium fountain standards currently reach an uncertainty around 2 × 10^−16^, and the improved accuracy and stability of optical clocks motivates a future redefinition of the SI second^[@CR7]^.

Currently, the best performing space atomic clocks used in the GNSS are those at a frequency stability of a few parts in 10^15^ per day^[@CR8]^. Applying CACs in space is of great interest, not only in constructing the next-generation TKS and GNSS, but also in permitting deep space surveys and conducting more accurate tests of fundamental physics^[@CR9]--[@CR13]^. Moreover, other space applications in cold atom physics such as cold atom interferometry, optical clocks, and cold atom sensors also benefit from the techniques used in space CACs^[@CR14]^.

Experiments related to cold atoms in microgravity have been successfully demonstrated in a drop tower, parabolic flights, and a sounding rocket^[@CR15]--[@CR18]^. These methods provide a microgravity environment ranging from several seconds (drop tower, parabolic flight) to several minutes (sounding rocket). Nevertheless, testing while in orbital operation is required to gauge the long-term operation of a space CAC. Several projects on space CACs, such as ACES, PARCS, and RACE, have been proposed in the last few decades^[@CR19]^. For example, the ACES mission, which consists of a caesium CAC called PHARAO, a hydrogen maser, as well as a package for frequency comparisons and distribution, aims to search for drifts in fundamental constants and measure the gravitational red shift with improved precision^[@CR20]--[@CR26]^. The PHARAO clock is expected to operate in space with a frequency stability of 1.0 × 10^−13^***τ***^−1/2^ (*τ* is the average time in second) and an accuracy below 3 × 10^−16^ (ref. ^[@CR24]^). Under the support of the China Manned Space Program (CMSP), we started a mission called Cold Atom Clock Experiment in Space (CACES) in 2011 with the goal of operating a rubidium CAC in space.

Operating a CAC in orbit has great challenges. First, because of the limited resources on board a spacecraft, weight, volume, and power consumption must be greatly reduced compared with ground-based fountain clocks. Second, the CAC must pass mechanical, thermal, and electromagnetic compatibility tests specified for space missions. Third, all operations of the CAC must be automated and all units must be maintained without any manual-adjustments. Fourth, the CAC must be robust in the orbital environment against, for example, the variation in Earth's magnetic field and impacts from high-energy particles. Finally, the CAC must be designed to work in microgravity.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Experimental setup {#Sec3}
------------------

The principle of our Rubidium (^87^Rb) space CAC is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Because ^87^Rb has a smaller collision shift than that of ^133^Cs, better long-term performance can be expected with a relaxed control required over the atomic density^[@CR27],[@CR28]^. The atoms are cooled and trapped in a magneto-optical trap (MOT); the cooled atoms are then launched using the moving molasses technique. Differing from that on the ground, cold atoms launched in microgravity move in a straight line at constant velocity. After state selection, the cold atoms are interrogated by a microwave field and their state is detected through laser-excited atomic fluorescence.Fig. 1Principle and structure of the space cold atom clock (CAC). The capture zone is a magneto-optical trap (MOT) with a folded beam design. The ring interrogation cavity is used for the microwave field to interrogate the cold atoms. In the detection zone, cold atoms in both hyperfine states are detected. The clock signal is obtained by feeding the error signal to the frequency of microwave source

The whole system consists of four units: physics package, optical bench^[@CR29]^, microwave source, and control electronics. The main part of the physics package is a titanium alloy vacuum tube for which a vacuum is maintained to better than 1 × 10^−7^ Pa^[@CR30]^. A ring cavity inside the vacuum is used for the Ramsey interrogation of the cold atoms^[@CR31]^. Three layers of Mumetal are used to shield the magnetic field in the interrogation cavity, with only one layer shielding the capture zone. The magnetic field in the interrogation region is stabilized to better than 5 nT using a servo loop and a magnetic field coil, which compensate for field variations arising from the motion of the spacecraft in orbit^[@CR32]^.

The MOT is formed using a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils and two laser beams with independently controlled frequencies. Each beam is folded to create the multiple trapping beams required^[@CR33]^. The intensity of each trapping beam is about 3.8 mW cm^−2^ and the geometry is designed so that a frequency shift between the beams forms a moving molasses that launches atoms towards the interrogation region with a velocity$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In two subsequent interactions of duration Δ*t* with the interrogating field separated by a free evolution time *T*, the Ramsey interrogation of the space CAC employs two cavities separated by a distance *D*, giving an interrogation time *T* = *D/v* for cold atoms moving with velocity *v* in the microgravity of space. The full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) Δ of central Ramsey fringe is directly related to the velocity^[@CR34]^$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where Δ*ω* is the microwave frequency detuning from resonance, and Ω the Rabi frequency. Taking into consideration the dead time of the clock cycle and the size limitation, *D* = 217 mm is used in our space CAC.

Our space CAC has been tested in the laboratory and all of its performance metrics meet the design specifications^[@CR35]^. The setup passed all mechanical, thermal, and electromagnetic compatibility tests required by CMSP. It was launched into orbit on 15 September 2016 with the Chinese space laboratory Tiangong-2 and put into operation the following day. Since then, the space CAC has been working in orbit under the management of Tiangong-2. Under almost continuous operation in microgravity, our space CAC has already been tested for over 15 months in orbit.

Clock operation {#Sec4}
---------------

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} presents typical results of time-of-flight (TOF) signals in the detection region. The cold atoms are launched by the moving molasses technique at the specified velocity Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), and detected by laser-excited atomic fluorescence. The transition probability *p* is found from$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [3a--d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} presents typical central Ramsey fringes of the space CAC. The interrogation cavity and microwave frequency are pre-tuned to the atomic transition frequency between the two ground states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left| {F = 2,m_F = 0} \right\rangle$$\end{document}$on resonance. Unlike atomic fountains under gravity on the ground, the FWHM of the central Ramsey fringes in microgravity, Eq. ([2](#Equ4){ref-type=""}), is linearly related to the launch velocity, as shown in Fig. [3e](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3Ramsey fringes with different launch velocities. Central Ramsey fringes of the space CAC with a launch velocity of **a** 4.0 m s^−1^, **b** 1.0 m s^−1^, **c** 0.8 m s^−1^, and **d** 0.6 m s^−1^, respectively, corresponding to the FWHM of central fringe 7.3, 1.8, 1.4, and 0.9 Hz. Red lines are sinusoidal fits. **e** Dependence of FWHM of the central Ramsey fringes on flight velocity. Red line represents calculated result; black circles represent measured results. Each error bar is the standard deviation calculated from eight measurements

To determine the parameter settings for the clock operation, we measured the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for different launch velocities. Even though the lower velocity gives a narrower FWHM (Fig. [3e](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), it also leads to a lower SNR mainly due to the loss of cold atoms originated from expansion of cold atom cloud. Combining the contributions of both SNR and FWHM, a 1.1 m s^−1^ launch velocity, which corresponds to an FWHM of 2.0 Hz, yields an optimal performance. At this velocity, an SNR of 440 at the half-maximum point of the central Ramsey fringes is achieved (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a presents a plot of the population oscillation vs. microwave power at resonance frequency to determine the power required for *π*/2 transition in each interaction zone. The calculated results agree well with the measured data except the oscillations at higher microwave power mainly due to the velocity distribution of the cold atomic cloud and the inhomogeneities in the microwave amplitude. We focused on the first peak, from which we got the microwave power of about −66.5 dBm for the required *π*/2 transitions; the corresponding Ramsey fringes are given in Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 4Atomic population oscillations after microwave interrogation. **a** Population oscillations vs. microwave power and **b** Ramsey fringes in microgravity with a launch velocity of 1.1 m s^−1^, used in closed-loop operation. The black circles represent measured data and the red lines are calculated results

Using the Ramsey fringes with 2.0 Hz FWHM, a closed-loop operation has been performed on the CAC by feeding the error signal to the direct digital synthesizer (DDS) of the microwave source. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} gives the error signal for the transient stage of the closed-loop operation. After a transient time of about 300 s, the error signal is stabilized around zero, which means the microwave frequency is tightly locked to the atomic resonance. This operation has been continuously performed for around 1 month before intentional interruption.Fig. 5The error signal fed to the frequency of microwave source. Deviation of the microwave frequency from the atomic transition after locking the clock signal to the DDS of the microwave source. The servo loop is activated at time *t* = 0

To maintain continuous clock operation for long periods in orbit, several issues distinct from conditions typical on the ground are of concern. First, the environmental magnetic field varies periodically by about 80 μT due to the motion of the spacecraft in low Earth orbit (LEO). Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the variation of the magnetic field inside the outer magnetic shield monitored by a fluxgate magnetometer mounted around the state-selection cavity. The roughly 90 min period corresponds to the orbital period of the spacecraft around Earth. If left uncontrolled, this varying magnetic field would degrade the magnetic uniformity inside the interrogation zone and leads to clock frequency variations arising from the Zeeman effect. In the CAC, a magnetic field compensation loop is used and the parameter settings of the loop has been specified by the detected magnetic field using the fluxgate in orbit. The magnetic field along the trajectory of the cold atoms inside the interrogation zone is measured by exciting the magnetic-sensitive transition of rubidium^[@CR24]^ and a variation of 4.5 nT is obtained when the loop is active. Such fluctuations lead to a clock frequency instability of about 1.7 × 10^−16^ on the timescale of the field fluctuations.Fig. 6Magnetic field inside the outer magnetic shield vs time as the spacecraft rotates in LEO. Every peak corresponds to one orbit and the dips shown in some peaks correspond to the magnetic field when spacecraft moves through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) region

Second, in LEO altitudes, an area of the Van Allen radiation belt known as the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA)^[@CR36]^ is observed in our test in orbit (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). A spacecraft in LEO passing through that region is exposed to high-energy particles. Long-term observations indicate that this radiation has no significant influence on laser cooling. However, it does interfere with the photodetectors inside the detection zone and introduces random spikes on the detected TOF signals. There are two interference issues: spikes located on the TOF signal and near the TOF signal (see Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). When spikes are actually on the TOF signal (Fig. [7a](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}), the data are discarded. When spikes are near the TOF signal but well separated from the signal (Fig. [7b](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}), a window function is used to filter out the TOF signal from the contaminated signal. All these processes are automatically managed by the software of the control units. Because the issue in Fig. [7b](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} is the majority, the influence from discarded data (about 0.05% of the total data) to the clock operation is slight and can be ignored.Fig. 7Interfered TOF signals in the SAA region. Interference spikes located **a** on the TOF signal and **b** near the TOF signal when the spacecraft moves in the SAA region. Time *t* = 0 is the start time of the detection process

Third, in most cases during Tiangong-2's flight, the microgravity level is stationery with fluctuations of about a few parts in 10^4^ g, which does not make a difference to the clock operation. However, when the spacecraft changes attitude, the microgravity levels inside vary over a large range. In this instance, the clock data are invalid and automatically discarded by the software. Nonetheless, adjustments in spacecraft attitude are seldom and predictable in flight, and therefore its influence on the clock operation is controllable. Apart from these three influences, other impacts such as fluctuations in ambient temperature and atmosphere pressure are also well managed.

As mentioned above, a longer interrogation time leads to a narrower linewidth but also more loss of cold atoms, which reduces the SNR of the Ramsey fringes. Using the SNR of 440 and FWHM of 2.0 Hz, a short-term frequency stability at an averaging time *τ* is close to 3.0 × 10^−13^*τ*^*−*1/2^ as expected with a clock period of 2.0 s^[@CR37]^. There is no second clock on board and also no frequency dissemination link to the ground, so we have no reference with which to evaluate the clock stability in orbit. However, we have verified the performance of the CAC in our laboratory by measuring the frequency stability against an H maser as shown in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. The calculated results estimated from the measured SNR and FWHM of the central Ramsey fringes are compared with the ground-based measurements (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). The estimated instability in orbit is more than a factor of six lower than on Earth, which we attribute to the microgravity environment. Such measurements on the ground hint at the long-term performance of the space CAC. Currently, the frequency stability of the space CAC is mainly limited by the detected atoms. This limitation will be improved in the next space CAC for the Chinese space station by increasing the number of cold atoms using a 2D MOT and larger power for the cooling lasers. As the collision shift is low, more ^87^Rb atoms can be used without degrading the accuracy of the CAC.Fig. 8Frequency stability of the space clock. Black circles represent the measured total deviation against an H Maser on the ground; the black dashed line represents the predicted frequency stability calculated using the measured SNR and FWHM on the ground. The cold atomic cloud is launched downward with a velocity of 1 m s^−1^ on the ground. The red dashed line represents the predicted frequency stability in orbit. The error bars represent uncertainty in the total deviation estimator

We realized laser cooling of ^87^Rb atoms and achieved the launching of cold atoms at low velocity in microgravity, demonstrated long-term closed-loop operation, and estimated the performance of the CAC in orbit. Since launch, our space CAC has been working in orbit for more than 15 months, and its performance continues as designed. We anticipate our demonstration to be a starting point for more tests of space-based cold atom sensors, for example, the construction of the next-generation TKS and GNSS in deep space, as well as of optical clocks, atomic interferometers, atomic gyros, etc. Furthermore, the experience from this mission, especially the data related to the orbital environments, will also benefit precision physics experiments such as the preparation of the ultra-cold quantum gases.

Methods {#Sec5}
=======

Setup of the space CAC {#Sec6}
----------------------

The space CAC (Supplementary Figure [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) consists of four sub-systems: physics package, optical bench, microwave source, and control electronics.

The physics package is an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) tube surrounded by a three-layer magnetic shield in which the rubidium atoms are cooled, state-prepared, interrogated by the microwave field, and detected. The UHV tube is closed by a rubidium base on one side and by two 2 l s^−1^ ion pumps on the other side. The rubidium source is covered by a thin film with tens of 0.1 mm diameter holes to avoid the leakage of liquid rubidium in microgravity. The atom flux is regulated by the temperature of the rubidium base. The rubidium vapour diffusing into the capture zone is captured and cooled by a MOT. Unlike the traditional configuration with six laser beams, the MOT we use is compact with only two input laser beams employing a fold-optical-path method. Its optical path and a photograph are shown in Supplementary Figure [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Following the capture zone, a TE~011~ cylindrical microwave cavity with cut-off aperture of 13 mm diameter is used as a state-selection cavity. To avoid rubidium migration from the capture region to the other zones, a graphite getter is inserted in the tube between the capture zone and the state-selection cavity.

The interrogation cavity of the CAC is designed as a rectangular waveguide cavity (Supplementary Figure [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), based on the U-type interrogation cavity. The microwave signal propagates symmetrically along the two guided wave zones (TE~107~ mode) and forms a standing wave field at each microwave interaction zone (TE~201~ mode). Therefore, the one-way-flight cold atoms interact with the interrogating microwave field twice along their trajectory. This cavity is made of titanium alloy coated with silver to a thickness of roughly 5 μm. The measured loaded quality factor is approximately 4200. To mitigate the influences of the fluctuations in environmental temperature on the cavity resonance frequency, an active thermal controller is used to stabilize the cavity temperature to about 25 °C with a stability of ±0.01 °C.

Finally, the cold atoms enter the detection zone and pass through four laser beams in succession. The laser beams are set to perpendicular to the trajectory. The first beam is circularly polarized and forms a standing wave tuned to the transition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left| {5{}^2S_{1/2},F = 2} \right\rangle$$\end{document}$. Finally, the fourth beam is set up like the first but detects the remaining atoms. As designed, the detection system (Supplementary Figure [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) is a compact integrated opto-mechanical system. All the optical components are glued, to improve the thermostability of the detection system, which is athermalized. The induced fluorescence is recorded by two 10 mm ×mm photodiodes with an efficiency of 2% and the photocurrent of each photodiode is converted into voltage using amplifiers with a gain of 10^7^ A V^−1^. The photodetection has a noise level of less than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The vacuum tube is built with four individual chambers, each is connected by flanges to the others. Each flange is sealed by Delta seals and indium whereas the optical windows are sealed by indium. To improve the vacuum level of the interrogation zone, two groups of four getters are distributed on the internal sides of the vacuum chamber at the two ends of the interrogation zone. All these methods allow the tube to maintain an UHV for a long time even if the ion pumps do not work. The vacuum level of the CAC in orbit is less than 1 × 10^−7^ Pa.

The vacuum tube is surrounded by three cylindrical Mumetal shields (Supplementary Figure [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}): inner shield, middle shield, and outer shield. The total magnetic attenuation of these three-layer shields is more than 36 dB and the variation of the magnetic field inside the shield along the atom trajectory is less than 2 nT in a static geomagnetic field (Supplementary Figure [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The interrogation zone is inside the inner shield, a solenoid coil surrounds the interrogation cavity to provide a clock magnetic field of about 100 nT. The middle shield encloses the vacuum tube from the state-selection cavity to the detection zone. One compensation coil is mounted close to the inner magnetic shield aperture to improve the magnetic homogeneity; a second coil is wound around the state-selection cavity to define the magnetic field for state selection. The outer shield encloses the whole tube and a coil is mounted on the capture zone. Two magnetic fluxgates are placed inside the magnetic shield. The magnetic field inside the middle shield can be detected by the fluxgate mounted near the detection zone and used as feedback to the current in the interrogation coil to compensate the fluctuation of the external magnetic field. The fluxgate mounted near the state-selection cavity is used for monitoring.

The optical bench is designed as a compact, robust optical system. Its architecture is shown in Supplementary Figure [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. The laser sources we use are distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) diodes. Each laser diode (LD) is followed by a 40 dB isolator to eliminate feedback from the surfaces of the optical components. The frequency of cooling LD1 is locked to the saturated absorption crossover resonance of the transition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The base of the optical bench is made of SiC-reinforced AI--Si alloy, its size is 300 mm × 290 mm × 30 mm. All optical components have been validated to comply with the space-application criteria, and their mounts were specially designed and manufactured. Additionally, the temperature of the optical bench is stabilized to about 25 °C, which is the optimum operating temperature of this system. Both active and passive methods are used for temperature stabilization. The active temperature control is used to compensate the thermal loss of the optical bench, whereas the passive temperature control is used to dissipate excess heat from the hot component and to maintain a maximum temperature gradient below 1.0 °C for the whole optical bench.

The microwave source is based on frequency multiplication of an ultra-low phase noise quartz oscillator (BVA8607, OSA) up to 6.834 GHz (Supplementary Figure [8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The mass is 5 kg and the power dissipation is 20 W. The BVA8607 oscillator output signal has excellent spectral purity but is fragile to mechanical vibration during the rocket's launching phase. To circumvent this problem, the oscillator is placed in an aluminium enclosure with polyurethane hemisphere vibration isolators attached to each inner sidewall. With this method, the BVA8607 oscillator has passed the space vibration qualification test.

The oscillator frequency (5 MHz) is multiplied to 100 MHz which is used to phase-lock a local 100 MHz quartz oscillator with a bandwidth of about 100 Hz. The purpose of this loop is to optimize the frequency noise spectrum of the 100 MHz signal at high Fourier frequencies. The 100 MHz signal is multiplied to 200 MHz and then split into two signals. One is used to drive a DDS and two frequency down-converter mixers; the other is multiplied to 7 GHz. The 7 GHz signal is mixed with a 7.034 GHz signal from a dielectric resonator oscillator (DRO) to produce a fractional frequency signal (about 34.68 MHz), which is compared with the output signal of the DDS to phase-lock the DRO. Finally, the output signal of the DRO is split into two signals and each signal is frequency down-converted to 6.834 GHz. One 6.834 GHz signal is fed to the state-selection cavity whereas the other is fed to the interrogation cavity. Each microwave signal can be switched off by more than 65 dB to avoid significant microwave leakage. In addition, the power of the microwave signals can be adjusted to a resolution of 0.25 dB by digital attenuators.

The phase noise spectral density of the 6.834 GHz signal is mainly dominated by that of the 5 MHz oscillator. The contribution of other elements is 10 dB lower. Using the measured spectrum (Supplementary Figure [9](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), the frequency stability limited by the microwave source^[@CR4]^ is estimated to be 1 × 10^−13^*τ*^−1/2^ which is consistent with the mission requirements.

The control electronics consists of two parts: the microcontroller unit and the FPGA unit. The microcontroller unit manages the data communication and calculations whereas the FPGA unit controls the operation of the CAC. The microcontroller unit is connected to the FPGA unit by a RS422 line for data exchanges. The FPGA unit sends trigger signals to other sub-systems at different phases of the clock cycle, for instance the AOM frequency changes, the microwave source frequency or the microwave switch operations. The FPGA unit also receives digitized analogue signals, the main signal being the detection fluorescence signal, and implements servo loops such as temperature control and magnetic field compensation.

Experimental method in orbit {#Sec7}
----------------------------

The timing sequence of the laser trapping and cooling is presented in Supplementary Figure [10](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. This process is composed of four stages: capture, pre-cooling, launching, and post-cooling. The power and frequency of the cooling beams are regulated by the AOMs. First, the rubidium atoms are captured in the MOT. After hundreds of milliseconds, the atoms are cooled to about 100 μK and the magnetic field of the MOT is switched off. A few milliseconds later, the cooling process changes to a pre-cooling stage that lasts from 4 to 11 ms with different launching velocities where the atoms are further cooled by polarization gradient cooling. Thereafter, the cold atoms are launched with the moving optical molasses. During the launching stage, the atoms are slightly heated. To cool the atoms in the moving frame, an adiabatic cooling by slowly ramping down the intensity of the cooling beams together with the polarization gradient cooling are used in the post-cooling stage. Finally, the atoms are cooled to several micro-kelvins at the end of the cooling phase.

If the cold atom cloud has small density, its spatial distribution can be approximately considered to be Gaussian. In this experiment, Gaussian fitting is used to deduce the detected atoms number and their temperature. The number of the cold atoms is obtained from$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From the ground-based tests, the initial size of the cold atom cloud is approximate 1 mm which is small compared with that of the detected cold atom cloud in the detection zone. From the principle of equipartition of energy, its temperature is found from$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *m* is the mass of a single rubidium atom, *K*~B~ the Boltzmann constant, *v*~0~ the velocity of the atomic cloud while passing through the probing beam, Δ*t* the time period between launch and detection, and *σ*~*t*~ the Gaussian radius of the TOF signal, which represents the size of atomic cloud.
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